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SUMMARY

Small-cell neuroendocrine cancers (SCNCs) are an aggressive cancer subtype. Transdifferentiation toward
an SCN phenotype has been reported as a resistance route in response to targeted therapies. Here, we identified a convergence to an SCN state that is widespread across epithelial cancers and is associated with poor
prognosis. More broadly, non-SCN metastases have higher expression of SCN-associated transcription factors than non-SCN primary tumors. Drug sensitivity and gene dependency screens demonstrate that these
convergent SCNCs have shared vulnerabilities. These common vulnerabilities are found across unannotated
SCN-like epithelial cases, small-round-blue cell tumors, and unexpectedly in hematological malignancies.
The SCN convergent phenotype and common sensitivity profiles with hematological cancers can guide treatment options beyond tissue-specific targeted therapies.

INTRODUCTION
Small-cell neuroendocrine cancers (SCNCs) are highly aggressive and arise in multiple tissues, commonly reported in lung
and therapy-refractive prostate cancers. SCNCs across tissues
share morphology and marker-based histology such as high
nuclear to cytoplasm ratios, frequent mitotic figures, and granular chromatin (Klimstra et al., 2015). At the molecular level,
TP53 and RB1 loss and/or inactivating mutations are essentially
obligatory for SCNCs of the lung and highly enriched in SCNCs
of the prostate (Beltran et al., 2016; George et al., 2015). In addi-

tion, SCNCs express common neuroendocrine markers such
as chromogranin A (CHGA) and synaptophysin (SYP) (Oberg
et al., 2015).
The cell of origin of SCNCs across tissues is unclear. One
proposed mechanism of origin is through transdifferentiation
from a non-neuroendocrine cell lineage, which has been
observed in patient tumors and in experimental models (Mu
et al., 2017; Niederst et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2018). Transdifferentiation into small-cell lung carcinoma (SCLC) can be a mechanism for treatment resistance to epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR) kinase inhibitors for lung adenocarcinomas

Significance
SCNCs are aggressive and histologically similar across tissue types, and no effective treatment modalities are available.
Lung and prostate adenocarcinomas can transdifferentiate to SCNCs in response to targeted therapy. This has important
consequences in that SCNCs, once considered rare, may become increasingly common with the emergence of resistance
cases from targeted therapies. Here we define molecular signatures for SCNCs, and we find that SCNCs share similar drug
and RNAi vulnerabilities with blood cancers. Our results guide the detection of SCN-like cases in the clinic, and support the
exploration of treatments for SCNCs that mimic treatments for blood cancers.
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Figure 1. Pan-cancer Convergence of SCN Carcinoma
(A) Varimax-rotated PCA (PCAv) of adjacent normal (norm), adenocarcinoma, and SCNC for lung and prostate patient tumors. Ellipses represent 80% confidence
regions.
(legend continued on next page)
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(LUAD) (Lee et al., 2017; Marcoux et al., 2018; Niederst et al.,
2015). De novo neuroendocrine prostate cancers (NEPCs) are
rare (approximately 1% of cases). As in lung, transdifferentiation from a prostate adenocarcinoma to an SCN state, in
response to androgen suppression therapy, has been reported
(Beltran et al., 2016), with 25%–40% of resulting resistant tumors expressing neuroendocrine markers (Alanee et al., 2015;
Watson et al., 2015). Thus, across multiple tissues types, adenocarcinomas have been observed to escape targeted therapy
through evolution to an SCN-like phenotype, highlighting the
need to characterize and develop therapies for this aggressive
cancer outcome.
There are currently no effective therapies for SCNCs, and
SCNC typically leads to early and widespread metastases
(Wong et al., 2009). Etoposide- and platinum-based chemotherapies are the primary first-line treatment modalities (Klimstra
et al., 2015; Nadal et al., 2014), but they are only transiently effective, 5-year survival rates of patients with SCN lung or prostate
cancers are less than 20% (Alanee et al., 2015). Here we sought
to provide a molecular and functional underpinning for the
observed pathology-based similarities among SCNCs arising
in multiple tissue types.
RESULTS
SCNCs across Tissues Converge on a Common
Molecular Phenotype
The advent of global molecular profiling of SCNCs (Beltran et al.,
2016; George et al., 2015; Robertson et al., 2018) allows a molecular understanding of pan-tissue SCNC similarities. An unsupervised principal-component analysis (PCA) performed on RNA
sequencing data of tumor biopsies of LUAD, castration-resistant
prostate adenocarcinoma, SCLC, and castration-resistant
NEPC, along with normal lung and prostate tissues, revealed
a strongly convergent expression signature (Figure 1A; Table
S1), as previously reported in comparisons of normal tissue
and SCN tumors (Park et al., 2018). We further find that, as tumor
cell states progress along a transdifferentiation trajectory from
adenocarcinoma to SCNC (arrows), the tumors become increasingly independent of tissue of origin, with SCNCs of different
tissues more similar to each other than adenocarcinomas of
different tissues.
When included in the PCA analysis, four samples of SCN
bladder cancer in the TCGA (Robertson et al., 2018) also support
convergence of SCN cases, with the result reflecting a developmental landscape for the three tissues (Figure 1B). Hierarchical
clustering supported that SCNCs of these three tissues were
more similar to each other than to their non-SCNC counterparts

(Figure S1A). Genes strongly contributing to the SCN signature
include SCN-associated genes, such as CHGA and INSM1,
and genes related to neural transcriptional programs, such as
ASCL1, NEUROD1, SEZ6, INA, and NKX2-2 (Figure 1C; Table
S1). It is important to note that any one cancer incidence may
contain only a subset of these markers (Figure S1B) and hence
be missed by traditional classification schemes based on only
a few markers (Oberg et al., 2015).
Enrichment analysis revealed the functional categories of SCN
signature-associated genes. Enriched on the SCN side were
gene sets related to neuron development and function, to
splicing, and to cell cycle, whereas de-enriched gene sets
included those related to adhesion and to immune response
and inflammation (hereafter referred to as immune gene sets)
(Figures 1D and 1E). To determine the contribution of proliferation genes on convergence, we removed proliferation and proliferation-associated genes, and found that the convergence of
SCNCs across tissues was maintained (Figure S1C). Enrichment
analysis on ranked genes from the proliferation gene-removed
PCA confirmed the loss of enrichment of cell-cycle gene sets,
and the maintenance of enrichment of neuronal gene sets (Figure S1D). Gene expression-based PCA defined on LUAD and
SCLC cell lines in the Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia (CCLE)
faithfully predicted SCN cases of lung tumors (Figure S1E), but
not other transitions such as melanoma dedifferentiation (Tsoi
et al., 2018) (Figure S1F), supporting cell lines as an informative
model for the interrogation of the SCN and non-SCN dichotomy.
Interestingly, immune gene sets were also de-enriched in SCLC
cell lines, indicating that the reduction of canonical immune and
inflammation mediators in the SCN state is in part cancer cellintrinsic (Figure S1G).
Inference of transcription factor activity from a data-guided
transcription network across lung, prostate, and bladder SCN
and non-SCN tumor datasets revealed a strong similarity across
SCNCs in these tissues (Figure 1F). The transcription factor
network identified included multiple factors central to neural
development and brain patterning, such as LHX2, HES6,
PROX1, PAX6, MYT1, and NKX2-2 (Table S1).
The Shared SCN Gene Expression Signature Has an
Epigenomic Basis
Signature overlap analysis using rank-rank hypergeometric
overlap (RRHO) on partial least-squares regression (PLSR)
loadings-based signatures, created individually from either
lung or bladder cancers, showed that the DNA methylation signatures of the SCN transition were highly similar (Figure 2A)
(Plaisier et al., 2010). To characterize the methylation sites distinguishing SCNCs from their adenocarcinoma counterparts,

(B) PCAv of samples in (A) and bladder patient tumor data. TCGA bladder cancer (BLCA) includes four SCN samples that were labeled separately (BLCA.SCN).
PC1 and PC2 are reversed to show the SCN signature on the x axis as in (A).
(C) Gene loadings and selected top SCN-related genes of the varimax-rotated first principal component of the PCA (PCV1) of (A). Gene set enrichment analysis
(GSEA) was run on this ranked gene list. Shown along the bottom are the top gene sets in the ‘‘neuro’’ (red) and ‘‘immune’’ (blue) categories, also shown in (D).
(D) Top 10 gene sets from neuro and immune gene set categories. Lines mark false discovery rate (FDR) q value of 0.05.
(E) Distribution of gene sets from the C5 MSigDB collection ranked by normalized enrichment score. All listed categories enrichments are nominally significant
(p < 0.001) by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Dashed lines mark FDR q value < 0.05 for individual gene sets in each direction.
(F) Average rank ordering of VIPER activities across the three tissue types (left) and zoom in to top of rank-based inferred activity in each cancer separately (right).
Combined p value across the three tissues by Stouffer’s method.
See also Figure S1 and Table S1.
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Figure 2. An Epigenetic Basis for the Shared
SCN Gene Expression Signature
(A) RRHO heatmap of lung and bladder SCN
signatures defined by PLSR loadings. Number
shown is the maximum –log10(p value) of the RRHO
heatmap.
(B) Enrichment analysis of methylation sites that
define the lung or bladder SCN versus non-SCN
dichotomy (random, representative sample of 100k
sites shown for visibility). The x axis is the increasing
(arrows) rank distance of the CG site from the
nearest TSS. The y axis is the rank value of individually run lung or bladder PLSR component 1
loadings, thus extreme values represent sites with
differential methylation between SCN and non-SCN
tumors. Waterfall plots show the relative values of
the ranked loadings.
(C) PLSR analysis of DNA methylation data from
patient bladder SCN and non-SCN tumor samples,
and projection of lung LUAD and SCLC tumor
samples onto this framework, or vice versa. PLSR
component 1 is Z scored by tissue type. Dashed red
lines separate training data (above line) from testing
data (below line). Lines inside boxplots represent
the 25th, 50th, and 75th quantiles. Whiskers extend
to 1.5 times the interquartile range.
(D) Top 5 enrichment analysis (GSEA) terms for
genes hypomethylated in SCN (averaged lung,
prostate, and bladder PLSR component 1 loadings).
Dashed green line is at FDR q value = 0.05.
See also Figure S2.

we plotted methylation sites by their rank in the PLSR loadings.
This analysis revealed that sites within open-sea regions (transcriptional start site [TSS] distal), rather than CG island regions
(TSS proximal), are important in contribution to the SCN to nonSCN distinction (one-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov [KS] test p <
2.2 3 1016) (Figure 2B). Distinct from the canonical role of
DNA methylation in regulating transcription at gene promoters,
these distal methylation changes that delineate the epigenetic
differences between SCNCs and non-SCNCs are consistent
with enhancer-based regulation of gene expression programs
(Sur and Taipale, 2016).
Methylation sites distinguishing SCN from non-SCN tumors
in one tissue could separate the same groupings in another tissue. When we projected lung cancer samples to a PLSR
methylation signature based on the bladder dichotomy, we
observed that these sites on average distinguished SCLC
from LUAD (Figure 2C). Training on lung samples likewise
predicted bladder samples, further highlighting the concordance of non-SCN versus SCN methylation profiles across tissues (Figure 2C). Projection of gene-summarized methylation
values of lung tumor samples onto a PLSR analysis of lung
cell lines confirmed concordance of methylation patterns between tumors and cell lines (Figure S2A). Pairwise RRHO analyses supported the methylation-based concordance of SCN
tumors from lung, bladder, and prostate tissues (Figure S2B).
Gene-based summarization of methylation sites across the
three tissues revealed enrichment of neuronal development
gene sets (Figure 2D), supporting that the pan-tissue convergent similarity in SCNCs is functionally maintained across their
methylomes.
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Selection for SCN-Associated DNA Copy-Number
Alteration Signatures across Tissue Types
Recurrent genomic scars in cancer are reflective of selective
forces that confer fitness advantages through copy-number alterations (CNA) in distinct genomic regions (Graham et al.,
2017). PCA of CNA patterns in SCLC and LUAD cell lines showed
SCN-specific differences in amplification and deletion patterns
along the second principal component (Figure 3A; Table S2),
with the first principal component describing the overall degree
of aneuploidy (Figure 3B). Projection of tumor samples onto
this PCA framework demonstrated that CNA patterns in SCLC
cell lines were reflected in both SCLC (Figure 3C) and NEPC (Figure 3D) patient tumors. Consistently amplified or deleted regions
in SCN cases of the two tissue types, analyzed together (Figures
3E and 3F) or independently (Figure 3G; Table S2), support that
common selective forces act on SCN variants in both tissues.
For example, SCNCs shared 1p amplification and 3p deletion
(Figure 3F). As a positive control, we noted that RB1 was
included in the consistent deletion region on chromosome 13
(Figure 3G). Furthermore, these specific CNA changes are
seen in both de novo (lung) and treatment-induced transdifferentiation (prostate) SCN cases.
A Pan-cancer Predictor of SCNCs Reveals
Unannotated Cases
Clinical classification of SCNCs relies on histology and pathology defined by a few sets of morphological and molecular features. To uncover cases missed by these traditional approaches
we analyzed purported non-SCN tumors using the gene expression-defined PCA SCN convergence framework (Figure 1A).

Figure 3. SCNCs of Lung and Prostate Origin Share DNA Copy-Number Alteration Patterns
(A) PCA on lung CCLE cell line CNA profiles. Side tracks are density plots of points along PC2.
(B) Cell line PC1 score reflects degree of aneuploidy (integrated CNA [iCNA] score).
(C) Projection of lung tumors onto the cell line PCA of (A). LUAD category randomly down-sampled for clarity. Cell lines are from the same batch.
(D) Projection of prostate tumors onto PCA of (A).
(E) PLSR of lung and prostate tumor CNA profiles, regressed on SCN or non-SCN status. LUAD category randomly down-sampled to match numbers in other
categories.
(F) Genome-wide view of CNA patterns. Each row is a tumor sample: SCLC, red; LUAD, light green; NEPC, blue; castration-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC),
brown; small cell (SC), green; non-SC (NSC), orange.
(G) Visualization of copy-number changes that are observed in both lung and prostate SCNC signatures. Each cancer type was analyzed by PLSR independently
and then combined. The y axis represents the mean of the concordant PLSR loadings.
See also Table S2.
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Figure 4. Pan-cancer Identification of Primary Tumors with an SCN Signature
(A) Gene expression-based prediction of SCN phenotype in epithelial TCGA patient tumors. Predictions made by projection onto PCv1 from Figure 1A. For each
cancer type, samples >3 SD from the mean are highlighted as enlarged data points. Red inset boxes indicate known cases of non-SCN PNETS in the TCGA PAAD
(legend continued on next page)
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Through a projection approach, the signature weightings for
each gene (Table S3) were used to predict SCN phenotypes
across approximately 7,000 primary TCGA tumors from 21
different epithelial tumor types (Figure 4A). Boxplots of the first
component score reveal a low frequency of primary tumor cases
that contain an SCN component (1%). Except for a subset of
low-grade non-SCN pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors
(PNETs), these samples were high-grade tumors (Table S3),
consistent with reports in the literature for pathology-defined
SCN cases (Oronsky et al., 2017; Watson et al., 2018). Of note,
many other high-grade samples had low SCN scores. Thus,
SCN versus non-SCN high-grade tumors may need to be addressed differently in the clinic.
We next compared the predicted SCN (referred to as SCNlike) with non-SCN cases, controlling for tumor type and
excluding the indolent non-SCN PNET cases, and found a significant decrease in patient overall survival (Figure 4B; Table S3).
Pan-cancer association of the SCN phenotype with poor overall
survival was robust to changes in the SCN score threshold, and
further supported in the majority of epithelial cancers by survival
analysis based on continuous SCN score (Figure 4C; Table S3).
Unlike the traditional classification scheme that creates a dichotomy (Oronsky et al., 2017), our model supports evaluating each
cancer sample along a spectrum. Notably, even cancers with
SCN scores in the range that are not overtly annotated as SCN
by pathology analysis have poorer outcomes.
We next investigated the histological features of the tumors
most strongly predicted to be SCN-like. A number of these cases
received SCN scores >3 SD above the mean although almost
none was diagnosed as SCNCs based on the original pathology
reports. To confirm the predictions, we chose samples based on
the proliferation-removed SCN score across multiple tissue
types for pathologic examination (Gutman et al., 2013). Fourteen
of 16 cases were confirmed by the analysis to have SCN or
neuroendocrine features (Table S3; web resource).
Because SCN breast cancers are considered rare, with a reported incidence of 0.1% (Wang et al., 2014), we next investigated the presence of SCN histology features in a panel of
predicted SCN-like BRCA cases. A pathologist thoroughly
examined slides of TCGA breast tumor cases covering a full
range of SCN scores (Figures 4D–4G and S3A–S3H; Table S3;
web resource). The gene expression-based SCN score was
indeed statistically predictive of BRCA samples with pathol-

ogy-based SCN features (Figure 4H). Thus, the pan-tissue
pathology analysis validated the transcriptome-based SCN
signature score as a predictor of tumors with SCN morphology
features, and supports an under-diagnosis of SCN cases.
In the pathology analysis, high SCN signature-score BRCA
samples were typically called either SCN-positive, or more often
as having mixed histology (Table S3). Three of four breast cancer
subtypes (basal, luminal B, and luminal A) displayed regions with
SCN pathology, usually in cases with accompanying genetic
dysregulation of TP53 and RB1, suggesting a subset of cases
for which closer pathologic interrogation will be beneficial to
uncover the often focal regions of SCN morphology (Figure S3I;
Table S3). The SCN score-high BRCA samples did not uniformly
express the traditional SCN markers of CHGA, SYP, and NCAM1
(Figure 4I; Table S3). This finding reinforces the appreciation that
heterogeneity in expression limits the use of only a small set of
markers in the clinical identification of aggressive SCN signature-positive tumor cases.
REST/NRSF is a transcriptional repressor that negatively regulates neural gene expression. Loss of REST transcriptional
repression has been linked to promoting the SCN phenotype
in NEPC, and REST activation inhibits neuroendocrine differentiation in SCLC (Lim et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2015). Our
analysis supports that REST activity regulates the SCN phenotype in a pan-cancer manner (Figures S3J–S3L). The expression
of REST repressional target genes is positively correlated with
SCN score across many epithelial and other tumor types, consistent with loss of REST-mediated repression (Figure S3K). The
expression of REST itself is somewhat positively correlated
with SCN score in the majority of cancers types, downweighting
REST’s potential as a direct marker of non-NE tissues in samples
with mixed histology. Overall the SCN score and pathology analyses above validate that tumors with SCN-like molecular signatures can be missed by standard pathology examination, and
thus may be present more commonly than currently appreciated
in cancer types in which SCNCs are considered rare.
Mutations Associated with the Pan-tissue SCN
Phenotype
Mutations and loss of TP53 and RB1 are associated with lung
and prostate SCNCs (Beltran et al., 2016; George et al., 2015),
and contribute to transdifferentiation and SCN-like histology
in vivo (Ku et al., 2017). We next sought to identify additional

cohort (6 of 8; 2 missed are just subthreshold) and SCNCs in BLCA (3 of 4, 1 missed is the next sample subthreshold). Cancer types in rightmost box are left-right
sorted based on the average of top 3 scores per cancer type. Lines inside boxplots represent the 25th, 50th, and 75th quantiles. Whiskers extend to 1.5 times the
interquartile range.
(B) Kaplan-Meier overall survival analysis for predicted SCN versus non-SCN cases from TCGA epithelial cancers (samples in A right box plus LUAD; PAAD,
SCLC, NEPC, and castration-resistant prostate adenocarcinoma [CRPC-Adeno] not included). The p value is calculated controlling for tumor type.
(C) The p values from a Cox regression survival analysis in individual cancer types using the continuous SCN score (left), and pan-cancer Cox regression using the
continuous score, accounting for cancer type (right).
(D–G) TCGA BRCA H&E-stained diagnostic slides of invasive ductal carcinoma (D; TCGA-D8-A1XD), small-cell neuroendocrine carcinoma (E) (TCGA-BH-A0HL),
mixed tumor with components of invasive ductal carcinoma (lower left, green arrow) and small-cell neuroendocrine carcinoma (upper right, blue arrow) (F) (TCGAE9-A245), mixed tumor with components of large cell neuroendocrine carcinoma (upper left, green arrow) and small-cell neuroendocrine carcinoma (lower right,
blue arrow) (G) (TCGA-A1-A0SK). Scale bars, 20 mm.
(H) Rug plot and Kolmogorov-Smirnov enrichment p value of breast cases scored by pathologist for SCN features ordered by their proliferation-removed
SCN score.
(I) Scatterplot of all samples in TCGA BRCA cohort (x axis, proliferation-removed SCN score; y axis: Z scored chromogranin A expression. Cases to the right of the
dashed red line, x = 3, were computationally predicted as SCN-like).
See also Figures S3 and S4 and Table S3.
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Figure 5. Metastases across Multiple Tissue Types Have Increased Expression of SCN Features
(A) Projection of lung, prostate, bladder normal tissue, primary, and metastatic non-SCN tumor samples, and SCN tumor samples onto the PCA framework of
Figure 1A. Centroids and 80% confidence regions for the indicated groups are displayed. Here, the pancreatic, cervix, stomach, and thymus blue samples are
those annotated with a neuroendocrine (NE)-related term in Robinson et al. (2017).
(B) Z-score-based heatmap of the expression of canonical SCN marker genes (top) and key SCN transcription factor genes (bottom) for prostate normal, primary
adeno, metastatic adeno, and metastatic SCN. Samples ordered from left to right by the sum Z score of the genes displayed, as indicated at the top of the
heatmaps with sample type as indicated by the upper key.
(legend continued on next page)
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mutations associated with SCN features in a pan-tissue context
by directly leveraging the spectrum of SCN signature scores
across primary tumors (Figure 4A). First using known cases of
SCNC in lung and prostate tissues, we confirmed significant
associations of TP53 and RB1 mutations with high SCN score,
as well as a significant association of FOXA1 mutation, whose
wild-type expression inhibits transition to NEPC (Kim et al.,
2017) (Figure S4A; Table S3). In other epithelial cancer types,
in addition to TP53 and RB1 mutations, we uncovered SCN
score-associated mutations in NRAS (neuroblastoma-RAS)
and genes such as OBSCN and BCLAF1, which have been
previously associated with tissue-specific SCNCs (Figure S4B;
Table S3) (Cho et al., 2016; Rudin et al., 2012). In contrast,
KRAS mutations were enriched in cases on the non-SCN side
of the spectrum. Even in cancer types that are already highly
neuronal, such as glioblastoma, TP53 mutations were associated with higher SCN score (Figure S4C; Table S3). These results
point to mutations beyond TP53 and RB1 that are common to
SCN-like cancers across tissue types, and supports their mutational contribution to the development of SCN phenotypes.
Metastatic Non-SCN Tumors Express the SCN Signature
Profile More Strongly Than Primary Non-SCN Tumors
Given that SCNCs can arise from epithelial tissues, we investigated the extent of the SCN signature in metastatic adenocarcinomas (MAd) in comparison with primary adenocarcinomas
(PAd). For lung, prostate, and bladder tissues, we found that the
expression profiles of MAd samples were more similar to SCNCs
than were their respective PAds (Figure 5A). MAd samples typically do not express canonical SCN markers, but express
increasing levels of other SCN-associated genes and transcription factors (Figure 5B). To determine the SCN signature score
of MAd and SCNC samples on a pan-tissue scale, cases from
the MET500 dataset (Robinson et al., 2017) were projected onto
the SCN framework of Figure 1A (Figure S5A). Plotting the expression levels of the top 50 genes of the SCN signature in prostate
cancers visually demonstrated the increased similarity of prostate
MAds to prostate SCNCs (Figure S5B). Metastatic non-SCN samples tended to have SCN score distributions significantly shifted
upward on the SCN spectrum in relation to their respective primary non-SCN samples, in multiple different tissues (Figure 5C).
Because the SCN score contains both neuronal and proliferation components (Figure 1E), we sought to deconvolute these
components in the primary, metastatic, and SCN samples.
Although a proliferation signal is a contributing component, metastatic cases have a significant increase in the expression of the
SCN program even when the proliferation component is removed
(Figure S5C). Furthermore, this signature deconvolution separates low-grade PNET cases, which have a low proliferation score
(red box, Figure S5C), from pancreatic SCN cases, consistent
with reports that these cancers are distinct (Yachida et al.,
2012). Additional cases of low-grade PNETs, as well as neuroendocrine tumors of the rectum and small intestine (Alvarez et al.,

2018), both fell in the same pattern of having low proliferation
but high neuroendocrine features (Figure S5D). Taken together,
these results support that MAds derive elements of their aggressive phenotypes from both a proliferation program and from a
program associated with the neuronal programs of SCNCs.
Hematopoietic Cancers Share Expression Profiles and
Drug Sensitivities with SCNCs
We next leveraged the concordance of SCN tumors and cell lines
(Figures S1, S2, and 3) and the availability of drug screening data
to gain insight into potential therapeutic vulnerabilities of SCNCs.
Training on LUAD and SCLC cell lines, we scored all remaining
CCLE cell lines using a gene expression- and PLSR-based
SCN score (Figure 6A; Table S4). Consistent with the tumor findings, (1) known SCN cell lines had higher SCN scores than most
epithelial lines, and (2) the epithelial cases included a few cell
lines that were not annotated as small cell but nonetheless had
a strong SCN score (red box in Figure 6A). Unexpectedly, hematopoietic cancer cell lines had higher SCN expression signatures in comparison with the non-blood epithelial cancers (Figure 6A), which was likewise observed when the same analysis
was performed on tumor data (Figure S6A; Table S4).
We next analyzed protein expression signatures using reversephase protein array measurements across cell lines from various
tissues (Li et al., 2017). PCA well segregated SCLC and LUAD cell
lines (Figure 6B). Further supporting the unanticipated similarity
in SCNCs and blood cancers, blood cancers as a group had
projection-based protein profiles highly similar to SCLC (Figure 6B; Table S4), with increased expression of proteins such
as BCL2, and regulators of cell cycle such as ATM, CHK1, and
E2F1, which are candidate therapeutic targets in SCLC (Doerr
et al., 2017) (Figure S6B; Table S4).
The similarity between SCNCs and blood cancers was seen
again in large-scale drug sensitivity data (Iorio et al., 2016). Analogous to the expression-based analysis, PCA was performed on
the matrix of all drug sensitivity (half maximal inhibitory concentration [IC50]) values across LUAD and SCLC cell lines. This unsupervised approach revealed a sensitivity/resistance profile
for SCLC cases (Figure 6C). Parallel to the protein-based analysis, blood cancers projected into the SCLC drug sensitivity
space, while epithelial tissue cancer types projected into the
LUAD space (Figure 6C). Hierarchical clustering based on the
drugs with top differential sensitivity between LUAD and SCLC
lines also supported the drug sensitivity similarities between
SCLC and blood cancers (Figure 6D). Compared with LUAD
lines, SCLC lines were more sensitive to drugs that inhibit histone
deacetylation such as Vorinostat (Figure 6E), and more resistant
to drugs that target EGFR or components of extracellular signalregulated kinase (ERK)/mitogen-activated protein kinase
(MAPK) signaling pathways, such as Trametinib and Selumatinib
(Figure 6E). Taken together, these findings support that hematopoietic cancers have similarities to SCNCs that range from
expression profiles to drug sensitivity-based phenotype profiles.

(C) Pan-cancer projections onto framework of Figure 1A. Data are from TCGA normal samples, TCGA primary tumors, MET500 metastatic tumors, SCLC tumors
(George et al., 2015), and CRPC and NEPC tumors (Beltran et al., 2016). Plotted are the PCV1 values, representing SCN score. The SKIN.met cohort has two
sources, the TCGA and MET500 databases. Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney p values are shown comparing primary (orange) and metastatic (red) cases. *p < 0.05, **p <
0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001. Lines inside boxplots represent the 25th, 50th, and 75th quantiles. Whiskers extend to 1.5 times the interquartile range.
See also Figure S5.
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Small-Round-Blue Cell Tumors Share Drug Sensitivities
with Lung SCN and Blood Cancers
In addition to blood cancers, our gene signature analysis revealed that small-round-blue cell tumor (SRBCT) cell lines have
high SCN gene expression signature scores (Figure 6A). These
similarities between SRBCTs and SCNCs were also observed
in protein profile (Figure S7A) and drug sensitivity profile analysis
(Figure S7B).
Drugs with high differential sensitivity both in SCLC versus
LUAD and in blood versus non-blood comparisons potentially
act through a shared SCN-blood mechanism. The top drugs
with such a pan-SCN-blood sensitivity profile included FK866
and THZ-2-102-1, to which SRBCTs also displayed sensitivity
(Figure S7C; Table S4). FK866 is one of several nicotinamide
phosphoribosyltransferase (NAMPT) inhibitors shown to have indications for efficacy in both SCLC and neuronal cancers (Cole
et al., 2017; Watson et al., 2009). THZ-2-102-1, a cyclin-dependent kinase 7 (CDK7) inhibitor, targets components of transcriptional regulation and has been shown to be highly effective in
MYCN-amplified neuroblastoma (Chipumuro et al., 2014).
Of note, blood cancers and the majority of, but not all, SCNCs
grow in suspension in vitro. Nevertheless, SCLC suspension and
SCLC adherent lines are intermingled in their PCA-based drug
sensitivity profiles, and both are distinct from LUAD (Figure S7D).
The parallel drug sensitivities of SCLC and blood cancers (R =
0.68) was maintained when the analysis was restricted to the
31% of SCLC lines in the drug sensitivity database that grow
adherent in culture (R = 0.69; n = 20 adherent, n = 6 semiadherent, n = 38 suspension) (Figure S7D). Furthermore, SRBCTs
largely grow adherent in culture (n = 50 adherent, n = 6 semiadherent, n = 6 suspension). Taken together, these results support that the commonalities in drug sensitivities among blood,
SCN, and SRBCT cancers are not solely due to suspension
culture characteristics (Figure S7D).
An Expression-Based SCN Classifier Is Predictive of
Sensitivity to SCN-Targeting Drugs in Non-SCN
Epithelial Cancers across Tissues
Comparing gene expression and drug profiles in cell lines we
found that increased SCN expression score generally correlated
with increased sensitivity to SCN-targeting drugs (Figure S7E).
This correlation had an overall combined p value of 1.4 3 105,
and reached statistical significance in four individual epithelial
tissue types. In addition, tissues with a greater mean SCN expression signature also had drug sensitivity profiles that were closer to
that of SCLC (Figure S7F). Thus, as epithelial cancers from various
tissues develop SCN gene expression programs, they become

increasingly susceptible to a similar panel of SCN-targeting
drugs. These results support that the small-cell phenotype exists
along an expression signature-defined spectrum that has influence on therapeutic vulnerabilities in individual cancers.
Validation of Shared SCN and Blood Susceptibilities
Based on Gene Dependencies
To validate the finding that SCN and blood cancers shared drug
susceptibility, we analyzed a genome-scale RNAi (short hairpin
RNA-based) functional screen across a large panel of cell lines
(Tsherniak et al., 2017). We first trained a prediction model on
the gene dependency data between LUAD and SCLC cell lines
(Figure 7A). A PLSR-based dependency prediction approach
had 92% cross-validation accuracy for predicting the identity
of lung cell lines that have concordant annotation and gene
expression signatures (see the STAR Methods). Applying the
prediction model to the remaining cell types showed that blood
and SRBCT lines share gene dependencies with the SCLC lines
(Figure 7B). In reverse, using a blood versus non-blood RNAi
sensitivity framework as the predictor confirmed that SCNCs
and SRBCTs have more blood-like dependencies (Figures S8A
and S8B). Thus, the RNAi data validate our drug-based findings
that SCNCs, hematopoietic cancers, and SRBCTs have shared
susceptibilities.
Investigating biological pathways revealed that SCN and
blood cancer cell lines shared susceptibility to disruption of immune pathways and lipid and sterol metabolism (Figures 7C,
7D, and S8C). Notably, this susceptibility enrichment was not
exclusively tied to elevated (or depressed) gene expression. In
fact, SCN cell lines have lower expression of immune genes
but remain sensitive to their disruption. In contrast, SCN and
blood lines share increased expression of cell-cycle genes, but
both had decreased sensitivity to the knockdown of this gene
category (Figure 7E). Although SCNCs had high expression of
neural genes (Figure 1), and a few distinct neural gene sets did
show genetic sensitivity to knockdown (Table S5; Figure 7F, upper graph), there was no substantial enrichment of susceptibility
to knockdown of neural genes––supporting that many components of the upregulated neuronal gene programs promote phenotypes distinct from the regulation of cell survival (Figure 7F).
These expression versus sensitivity results highlight that cells
are not particularly dependent on genes with elevated expression. Furthermore, even the knockdown of genes with reduced
expression can have functional consequences.
While our transcriptome, proteome, drug sensitivity, and
gene susceptibility analyses above uncovered many similarities
between SCNCs and blood cancers (Figures S8C and S8D),

Figure 6. Blood Cancers Have SCN-like Gene and Protein Expression Profiles and Drug Sensitivities
(A) Cell line gene expression SCN score (component 1 score of projection on PLSR of LUAD and SCLC lines). Z score adjusted across all cell line samples
together. Cancer types top-bottom sorted based on average SCN score per type. Red box, non-SCN annotated epithelial lines with strong SCN score. Lines
inside boxplots represent the 25th, 50th, and 75th quantiles. Whiskers extend to 1.5 times the interquartile range.
(B) Protein profile of blood cell lines, from projection onto PCA of LUAD and SCLC lines.
(C) Drug sensitivity profile of blood cell lines, from projection onto PCA of IC50 values for LUAD and SCLC lines. Ellipses represent 80% confidence regions. In (B)
and (C), waterfall plots show binned gene expression SCN score of projected cell lines.
(D) Heatmap of drugs with differential sensitivity between LUAD and SCLC cell lines (t test p < 0.0001). Hierarchical clustering is done on IC50 measurements for
LUAD, SCLC, and blood lines.
(E) Enrichment of drug targets for drugs more effective in LUAD or SCLC lines. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test p values.
See also Figures S6 and S7 and Table S4.
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naturally there were also many differences, especially at the
gene expression level, with blood cancers expressing more immune-annotated genes, and SCNCs expressing more neuroannotated genes (Figure S8E).
We further investigated dependencies on protein targets of interest currently in clinical trials for various cancer types. We
focused on CDKs and CDK antagonists, which had strong differential sensitivities in the LUAD versus SCLC, and blood versus
non-blood comparisons. CCND1 and CDK4 knockdown were
more effective in LUAD compared with either SCLC or blood
cancers, while knockdown of CDKN2C, a CDK4 inhibitor, was
more effective in SCLC and blood cancers (Figure 7G). The
CCND1-CDK4 complex has been shown to inhibit phosphoRB to promote cell-cycle progression, and loss of RB function
is a hallmark in the development of the SCN phenotype (Figures
3G, S4A, and S4B). These results predict that epithelial cancers
could use de-differentiation to an SCN phenotype as a resistance mechanism to CDK4 inhibition. This finding is consistent
with RB loss as a resistance mechanism to CDK4 antagonism
observed in preclinical models of liver cancer and glioblastoma,
and in patients with metastatic breast cancer (Bollard et al.,
2017; Condorelli et al., 2018). Notably, CDK7 knockdown was
more effective in SCLC and blood cancers, paralleling the drug
sensitivity finding for THZ-2-102-1, a CDK7 inhibitor (Figures
7G and S7C). Thus, CDK7 sensitivity provides a specific example
of a previously documented sensitivity in both SCNCs and blood
cancers (Cayrol et al., 2017; Christensen et al., 2014), which is a
part of the wider panel of shared sensitivities revealed by our
pan-cancer and functional screen analysis.
Concordant Gene Expression-Based Drug Sensitivity
Profiles in SCN and Blood Tumors
We next investigated if the gene expression profiles associated
with drug susceptibilities are present in primary tumors. We built
an elastic net (ENET)-based predictor of drug sensitivities in tumors trained on the LUAD and SCLC cell line gene expression
profiles. In general, drugs that were differentially potent in
LUAD versus SCLC cell lines were likewise predicted to be differentially potent in LUAD versus SCLC tumors (Figures 8A and 8B).
This result included a drug that targets BCL2 (ABT-263), which is
often overexpressed in SCLC as a resistance mechanism to
etoposide treatment (van Meerbeeck et al., 2011); and the PLK
inhibitor NPK76-II-72-1 (Figure 8C, red dots Figure 7A). To determine the global sensitivity status of individual tumors, ENETpredicted tumor sensitivities were projected onto the PCA drug
sensitivities of LUAD and SCLC cell lines (as shown in Figure 8C).
We found that epithelial tumors with previously unannotated

SCN features (based on gene expression profiles, Figure 4A)
typically had drug sensitivity profiles more similar to annotated
SCLC tumors than to LUAD tumors (Figure 8D). Ten of 11 tumor
types had a significant association of expression-based predicted SCN status to predicted SCN-like sensitivity (KS testbased; Figure 8D; Table S6). These results support that the
expression profiles associated with drug sensitivities in vitro
are reflective of the in vivo tumor setting.
As in the cell line empirical-sensitivity data case, patient blood
cancers shared predicted-drug sensitivity profiles with SCN
tumors. These shared profiles included the BCL2 inhibitor
ABT-263, which is in a class of drugs approved to treat chronic
lymphoblastic leukemia, and is in development for other hematological malignancies (Hantel et al., 2018; Seymour et al., 2018)
(Figures 8E and 8F). Thus, we observe a similarity between
SCNCs and blood cancers that spans gene and protein expression, and drug sensitivity and gene vulnerability profiles.
DISCUSSION
The highly convergent molecular profiles of SCN tumors reported here match well-documented pathology findings of
related morphologies and biomarkers across different tissue
types (Klimstra et al., 2015; Rickman et al., 2017). The strength
of these shared profiles allowed us to define a molecular classifier that identified cases with SCN or neuroendocrine features
across numerous purportedly non-SCN primary tumors. These
cases may not have been reported in the original pathology
because their SCN component is typically focal and largely unexpected in epithelial tumors. Survival analysis supported the
aggressiveness of these SCN-like epithelial cancers (Chen
et al., 2018). As such, screening for and targeting the SCN-like
phenotype early in individual patient cases could have clinical benefit.
The implications of identifying this spectrum of SCNCs is
further apparent in functional data on drug response and gene
dependency. We found three categories of tumors to generally
share expression and sensitivity features with pathologydefined SCN cases: SCN-like epithelial cancers, SRBCTs, and
hematopoietic malignancies. Epithelial tumor types in which
SCN tumors rarely occur, but have poor prognosis (Inno et al.,
2016), present statistical challenges in advancing care through
clinical trials, and thus cross-tissue learning supported by
shared molecular profiles will likely be required. Our findings
thus support and guide efforts to identify rare SCNC cases
and develop therapies that will target SCNCs from multiple tissue sites of origin.

Figure 7. Validation of Shared Vulnerabilities Based on Genome-Scale Functional RNAi Screens
(A) Varimax-rotated PLSR model trained on the genome-scale RNAi sensitivity values for LUAD and SCLC cell lines. Ellipses represent 80% confidence regions.
(B) Prediction of RNAi sensitivity profile for blood, SRBCTs, and all other cell lines in the dataset. SCN sensitivity score based on projection to the varimax PLSR
component 1 from (A) (which included LUAD and SCLC).
(C–F) Comparison of gene set expression rank with gene set sensitivity rank for cell line SCLC versus LUAD (top) and blood versus non-blood (bottom) for gene
sets containing selected keywords. Gene set RRHO scatterplots are subcategorized and colored by immune (C), lipid (D), cell cycle (E), and neuro (F) gene sets,
with all other gene sets colored gray. Arrows in top left corner of individual panels indicate direction of significance (q < 0.01) by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
(diagonal arrows indicate significance in both expression and sensitivity directions; Benjamani-Hochberg correction).
(G) Select targets with differential SCLC versus LUAD and blood versus non-blood RNAi sensitivity. The y axis (RNAi sensitivity) is the published Demeter score.
Student’s t test p values. *p < 0.1, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001. Lines inside boxplots represent the 25th, 50th, and 75th quantiles. Whiskers extend to
1.5 times the interquartile range.
See also Figure S8 and Table S5.
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Figure 8. Tumors Recapitulate SCN and Blood Cell Line Sensitivity Signatures
(A) Scatterplot of t values from t test of true IC50 values of SCLC versus LUAD in cell lines (x axis) and predicted IC50 values in tumors (y axis).
(B) Comparison of cross-validation model R2 values (cell line-based) with t test signed log p values of cell line SCLC versus LUAD true drug sensitivities (IC50). R2
values are from true cell line drug sensitivities versus cross-validation-based predicted cell line sensitivities. Dashed lines are p value 0.05 (log p value = 1.3).
(legend continued on next page)
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The finding that small molecules preferentially effective in SCNs
are also effective in hematopoietic malignancies was initially
unexpected. However, there are several lines of phenotypic and
molecular evidence in support of the sensitivity profile similarity.
SCNCs such as those of the lung and prostate, as well as blood
cancers, are among the most highly undifferentiated cancers,
and are characterized by upregulation of stem-like signaling pathways (Malta et al., 2018; Smith et al., 2018). In culture, SCNCs
display some phenotypic characteristics of hematopoietic cancer
cell lines, such as a propensity to grow in suspension. In patients,
SCN tumors downregulate genes involved in adhesion function
compared with non-SCN tumors, corresponding with the widespread nature of SCN metastases (Wong et al., 2009). However,
both adherent SCN and suspension SCN cell lines display similar
drug sensitivity profiles to blood cancers, supporting that their
drug sensitivity profiles are not defined solely by their suspension
characteristic. SCNCs and lymphomas also share histological
similarities. Namely, the small-round-blue cell phenotype seen
in both tumor types can make distinguishing them a challenge
despite their notably different origin, often requiring staining for
more specific molecular markers (De Las Casas et al., 2004).
Importantly, case reports have warned of the misdiagnosis of hematopoietic cancers as SRBCTs owing to both morphological
and histological similarities. For example, CD99, a marker used
in the diagnosis of Ewing sarcoma, is frequently highly expressed
in hematopoietic malignancies (Lucas et al., 2001; Ozdemirli
et al., 1998).
The commonalities between SCNCs and blood cancers in
functionally defined susceptibilities provide guidance and avenues for hematopoietic malignancy therapies to inform SCN
therapies, and vice versa. Importantly, the sensitivity profiles
demonstrate predicted concordance in tumor data. Our analysis
of the functional screens and previous studies point to the
disruption of epigenetic regulators through use of histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitors (Platta et al., 2007) or to the targeting of
antiapoptotic factors such as BCL2 (Lochmann et al., 2018) as
approaches to target both blood and SCNCs. CDK7 inhibitors
have been shown to be effective in SCLCs, MYCN-driven
SRBCTs, and blood cancers (Cayrol et al., 2017; Chipumuro
et al., 2014; Christensen et al., 2014)––matching the cancer
types that we co-classified in our sensitivity profiling analysis.
Future work thus should investigate whether other therapeutic
approaches successful in one cancer type can be applied to
the cancer types reported here to have parallel sensitivity profiles. For example, CDK7 or HDAC inhibitors in combination
with BCL2 inhibition are reported leads for treating lymphomas
and leukemias, respectively (Cyrenne et al., 2017), and thus warrant testing in SCNCs.

In analysis of gene dependencies, we found that cell-cyclerelated CDKs were more effective in non-SCN and non-blood
cancers. In contrast, knockdown or inhibition of CDK7, part of
the CDK family sub-group involved in regulating transcription (Lapenna and Giordano, 2009), was more effective in SCNCs and
blood cancers. Disruption of CDK7 has been shown to interfere
with RNA polymerase II pausing, allowing concomitant decrease
of super-enhancer-driven strong transcription of sets of oncogenes (Nilson et al., 2015). This concept of de-amplifying the effect
of multiple oncogenic transcription factors offers an approach to
target cancers of distinct cell types (e.g., SCNCs, SRBCTs, or
blood cancers) that may upregulate different transcription factors,
but through the same molecular mechanism, as previously postulated (Nilson et al., 2015). Our analysis also uncovered similarities
for further therapeutic investigation. For example, both SCN and
blood cancers share elevated sensitivities to targeting lipid pathways, which are generally known to regulate cancer cell signaling
and metastasis (Pascual et al., 2017).
The cell of origin for SCNCs is not universally defined. SCNCs
have been alternatively reported to arise from primary normal
neuroendocrine cell precursors in some cases and transdifferentiation from adenocarcinoma in others (Watson et al., 2015). The
cell of origin may vary depending on factors such as whether the
SCNCs arise de novo or as a resistance mechanism to therapeutics (Feng et al., 2017; Rickman et al., 2017). In either case, the
transdifferentiation-linked path to an SCN cancer converges,
and thus leads to molecular profiles and phenotypes increasingly
independent of the tissue of origin. This model of convergence is
supported by our demonstration that normal prostate and lung
cells can be reprogrammed into prostate and lung SCNCs, respectively, using a common set of small-cell cancer-associated genetic
perturbations (Park et al., 2018). Despite using distinct cell types as
the starting material, the resulting tumor models had highly similar
molecular profiles that matched the overlapping profiles of patient
prostate and lung SCNCs. Combination therapies that both treat
non-SCNCs and prevent escape toward SCNCs may help curtail
the incidence of the disease. The pan-tissue scope of shared
SCN susceptibilities supports the potential for pan-cancer therapy
development to impact a large number of otherwise aggressive,
metastatic, and treatment-resistant cancers.
Web Resource: SCN Signatures
The web resource at https://systems.crump.ucla.edu/scn/ can
be used to (1) predict samples that have SCN features based
on RNA sequencing data by projection to the varimax-rotated
PCA in Figure 1A; (2) predict relative drug sensitivities of samples
that may have SCN features using the ENET model trained on
SCLC and LUAD cell line data (Figure 8); and (3) view high-power

(C) Real and predicted sensitivities for NPK76-II-72-1 and ABT-263. The y axis is the log IC50.
(D) Projection of RNA sequencing, ENET-based predicted sensitivities of epithelial tumors onto PCA framework of SCLC and LUAD cell lines. More negative
‘‘Relative Sensitivity Scores’’ correspond to more SCN-like drug sensitivity profiles. Asterisks (*) denote individual tumor type significance by KolmogorovSmirnov test. NS, not significant. SCLC and LUAD tumor predicted sensitivity compared via a Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test (p < 2.2 3 1016). Combined p value
calculated with Stouffer’s test.
(E) Real and predicted sensitivities of NPK76-II-72-1 and ABT-263 for blood tumors. The y axis is the log IC50 values.
(F) Projection of ENET-based sensitivities of epithelial tumors and blood tumors onto PCA framework of SCLC and LUAD cell lines (open bracket); combined
p value from Stouffer’s test. More negative relative sensitivity scores correspond to more SCN-like drug sensitivity profiles. Lines inside boxplots represent the
25th, 50th, and 75th quantiles. Whiskers extend to 1.5 times the interquartile range.
See also Table S6.
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pathology images of SCN regions of the tumors investigated in
Figure 4 and Table S3.
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Abbreviations
TCGA cancer type abbreviations are found at https://gdc.cancer.gov/resources-tcga-users/tcga-code-tables/tcga-studyabbreviations.
METHOD DETAILS
Data Acquisition and Processing
Gene expression data of primary tumors was obtained from the TCGA (https://xenabrowser.net/hub/), of SCLC from (George et al.,
2015), of human NEPC and CRPC from (Beltran et al., 2016), of the MET500 data which contains non SCN and SCN metastatic samples across multiple cancers from (Robinson et al., 2017), of all lung lines in the CCLE from (Barretina et al., 2012). To minimize batch
effects, we uniformly processed the raw FASTQs through a single analysis pipeline (TOIL) (Vivian et al., 2017). CCLE lung cell lines
were processed through TOIL when comparing to TCGA samples which were also processed through TOIL. Another version of the
CCLE expression data on all cell lines was obtained in a format pre-processed through Salmon (Patro et al., 2017) (https://ocg.
cancer.gov/ctd2-data-project/translational-genomics-research-institute-quantified-cancer-cell-line-encyclopedia), and all analyses done on CCLE cell lines only were performed using this data from this processing pipeline (Figure 6A). The CLCGP lung cancer
microarray gene expression dataset used to build the ARACNe network was downloaded from www.uni-koeln.de/med-fak/clcgp.
For RNAseq, upper quartile normalized expression values were transformed to log2 ðx + 1Þ.
The 450 K methylation array data for cell lines was obtained from Iorio et al. (2016), for human SCLC tumors from Mohammad et al.
(2015), and for cancers in the TCGA from Hoadley et al. (2018) in processed form. The reduced representation bisulfite sequencing
(RRBS) data for human NPEC and CRPC tumors was obtained from Beltran et al. (2016) in FASTQ format (dbGAP:phs000909.v1.p1)
and aligned to hg38 using bwameth (Pedersen et al., 2014). Methylation metrics were called using MethylDackel, which groups cytosines into one of three sequence contexts: CpG, CHG, or CHH. Only cytosines in CpG context were used for downstream analysis.
Drug Sensitivity data was obtained processed as IC50 values from the Genomics of Drug Sensitivity in Cancer website (https://
www.cancerrxgene.org). RNAi sensitivity data (Achilles version 2.20.2) was obtained processed (Demeter1 scores) from the Depmap
website (https://depmap.org/portal/)
Cell line annotation was performed by harmonizing the annotation of the CCLE, GDSC, and Demeter datasets. Cell line annotations were cross checked with ATCC (https://www.atcc.org/), Cellosaurus (https://web.expasy.org/cellosaurus/), and DSMZ
(https://www.dsmz.de/) when possible. When discrepancies arose between these 3 online sources and the primary annotation,
we defaulted to the online sources, which have stringent analysis pipelines. Lines with problematic annotation as defined by
Cellosaurus were left out of the analyses. Tumor and cell line annotations used are in Table S7 Cell line culture growth characteristics (e.g. adherent vs suspension) were obtained from the Dependency Map database (https://depmap.org/portal/) and (Iorio
et al., 2016).
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
PCA/PLSR
Log2 transformed upper quartile normalized expression of coding genes was used to perform unsupervised principal component
analysis (PCA). This method uncovers latent components which are a linear combinations of the features that most strongly vary
across the datasets. PCA was performed centered and unscaled using the prcomp function in R. Partial Least Squares Regression
(PLSR) is a supervised version of PCA that seeks to find the latent vectors that maximize the covariance of the input variables (e.g.
gene expression) and the response (e.g. phenotypes). Varimax rotation of the PCA (PCAv) or PLSR loadings (PLSRv) was performed
on 2 components, without Kaiser normalization, using the R varimax package. Projections onto varimax-rotated PCA/PLSR
frameworks were done by multiplication of the original projected sample scores by the varimax rotation matrix. When applicable
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(e.g. Figure 1A) TCGA cancers (LUAD, PRAD, and BLCA) were randomly down sampled to more closely match the number of
samples in data sets from George et al. and Beltran et al.
Small Cell Neuroendocrine (SCN) and Proliferation Scores
Tumors
For RNAseq data using patient tumors, ‘‘SCN score’’ is the PC1 score after projection onto the Figure 1A varimax PCA framework.
Because of the nature of PCA, this score is determined as a linear combination of weights that includes every coding gene, and hence
is not strictly dependent on solely one subset of genes. After projection onto this framework, the score was either z-scored in each
individual tumor type as in Figure 4A (to highlight outlier samples), or left un-zscored to place cancers on a common scale as in
Figures 5A, 5C, and S6A. For the two left boxes in Figure 4A, SCN scores are z-normalized w.r.t CRPC (leftmost box) and LUAD
(middle box). For samples in the right box, SCN score is the value of PCv1 from projection onto Figure 1A, z-score normalized by
cancer type. Samples greater than 3 standard deviations from the mean in the z-scored analysis were deemed ‘‘SCN-like’’ (e.g. Figures 4A and 4B).
As SCNCs are highly proliferative and display neuroendocrine features we sought to de-convolve these two influences on SCN
score. To that end we created a ‘‘SCN minus proliferation score’’. A list of proliferation genes was generated from the union of three
lists of proliferation genes published by Benporath et al, Cyclebase (https://cyclebase.org/), and KEGG cell cycle genes. PCA was
performed using only these proliferation genes, and the absolute value of each gene’s Pearson correlation to PC1 was calculated. A
ROC curve was created using two classes with the pROC package to choose a threshold cutoff (Youden’s J statistic) for genes
highly correlated with proliferation. Correlated genes above threshold and all annotated proliferation genes from the original list
were removed. PCA and GSEA-squared analysis (see below) was then redone. ‘‘SCN minus proliferation score’’ is thus the PC1
score after sample projection onto the varimax PCA of the samples used in Figure 1A with this new gene list. A ‘‘Proliferation
Only Score’’ was also created using the union of genes in the three lists and those removed using the ROC curve method. These
proliferation-related genes were used to create another varimax PCA of the samples in Figure 1A. Proliferation Score is the varimax
PC1 score after projection onto this framework. The proliferation-removed score was used in the analysis of the breast cancer
slides to highlight samples that had a high probability of having neuroendocrine features. This method additionally has utility in
distinguishing between SCN samples which have both neuroendocrine and proliferative features, from the indolent primitive neuroectodermal tumors which have neuroendocrine features but lack a proliferative signature. The proliferation-removed score was
used in Figures 4I, S3I, S5C, and S5D. For Figures 4I and S3J, the proliferation-removed score was z-scored, since only BRCA
tumors were involved in these panels. For Figure S5D, both the x and y-axes were left not z-score normalized to place all samples
on a common scale.
Cell Lines
For cell lines, RNA gene expression and RNAi sensitivity based SCN scores were calculated by projection onto the varimax PLSR
framework of the SCLC/LUAD dichotomy. For both these data types, SCN Score is the ‘‘component 1’’ score after projection
onto this framework. Samples with annotation not concordant with their expression-based predictions, from a linear-discriminant
Leave-one-out Cross Validation analysis using the first three components of an expression PCA, were removed in the RNAi susceptibility-based PLSR. For protein data, the ‘‘SCN score’’ is the PC1 score of a sample upon projection onto the protein data-based
framework of the SCLC/LUAD dichotomy (e.g. Figure 6B). For drug sensitivity, as the distinction between non-SCN (LUAD) and
SCN cases (SCLC) is on PC2 , the drug sensitivity ‘‘SCN score’’ is the PC2 score of a sample after projection onto that framework
(e.g. Figure 6C).
Transcription Factor Analysis
ARACNe (Lachmann et al., 2016) network connections were created using all genes, and then the network nodes were restricted to
1675 transcription factors (TFs) by combining all TF gene sets in the GO gene ontology. One network was built for each of lung (Clinical Lung Cancer Genome Project (CLCGP) and Network Genomic Medicine (NGM), 2013), prostate (Beltran et al., 2016), and bladder
(TCGA), using a balanced set of samples from the SCN and adenocarcinoma groups when possible, with default settings. VIPER
analysis (Alvarez et al., 2016) was performed using the msviper function from R package viper, with a minimum network size of
10. The combined p value across the three tissues was calculated using Stouffer’s method by converting two-way p values from
msviper into one-way p values using the two2one and sumz functions from the metap package in R.
GSEA-Squared
Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (Subramanian et al., 2005) was done on pre-ranked lists of genes using the MSigDB C5 gene sets and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS)-based statistics. In order to identify categories of genesets that could be enriched or de-enriched, all individual words in the genesets were collected and their frequencies were tabulated. Words with frequencies <5 or >500 were
excluded. All genesets were then ranked by their NES value. Using genesets containing each particular word, all the individual words
were then ranked by their KS test p value using ks.test.2 at (https://github.com/franapoli/signed-ks-test). Top words with small
p values were considered categories of interest, such as ‘immune’ or ‘neuron’. A manual curation of other top words related to
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the categories, and inspection of gene sets containing these words, was done to group related gene sets. The keywords used for
each category are listed below:

Category

Keywords

Neuro

NEURO, SYNAP, VOLTAGE, AXON, CEREBRAL, CORTEX

Cell cycle

CELL_CYCLE, MITOTIC, DNA_REPLICATION, CHROMOSOME_SEGREGATION, SPINDLE, CELL_DIVISION

Splicing

SPLICING, SPLICESOME, SPLICESOMAL

Immune

INFLAM, IMMUNE, IMMUNITY, INTERLUEKIN, LEUKOCYTE

Adhesion

ADHESION, ADHERENS

All gene sets were then ranked by their Normalized Enrichment Score (NES), and KS tests were performed to assess the
distribution of gene set categories using ks.test.2. This second application of KS test-based enrichment analysis led to the coining
of ‘GSEA-squared,’ enrichment analysis first on genes, and then on geneset categories. For multiple-hypothesis testing of KS tests of
enrichment in Figures 7C–7F, each category’s one-way p values were corrected using the Benjamani-Hochberg method placing
them within the full list of keywords.
REST Analysis
REST/NRSF is transcriptional repressor and restricts neural gene expression. We used an aggregate measure of REST activity by
calculating an inferred ‘‘REST Activity Score’’ for each sample from RNAseq data. ‘‘REST Activity Score’’ for individual samples
was determined using the gene set NRSF_01 from MSIGDB (http://software.broadinstitute.org/gsea/msigdb/geneset_page.jsp?
geneSetName=NRSF_01) which contains genes that have a 3’ UTR motif that matches annotation for the REST transcription factor.
In this model a higher ‘‘REST Activity Score’’ corresponds to de-repression of REST target genes, and hence conditions that support
more neural gene expression, For each sample, a ‘‘single sample gene set enrichment score’’ (ssGSEA) was determined using the
V$NRSF_01 gene set. REST gene expression and ‘‘REST Activity Score’’ were correlated to ‘‘SCN Score’’ in individual cancer types
using the Pearson’s correlation (Barbie et al., 2009). Possibilities for the discrepancy between REST activity and REST expression is
that REST function can be lost in multiple ways such as by mutation, (Mahamdallie et al., 2015), or by truncation/alternative splicing
that abrogates its function (Chen and Miller, 2018) – both of which would not require concordant changes in transcription levels.
Rank Rank Hypergeometric Overlap (RRHO)
Rank Rank Hypergeometric Overlap was performed for ‘signature overlap analysis’ using the online tool and the R package RRHO,
with step size 100 for expression data and gene-based methylation data, and 2000 for probe-based methylation data such as that
used in the ‘signature overlap analysis’ (Plaisier et al., 2010).
Methylation Analysis
Methylation levels were expressed as b-values, indicating the overall proportion of methylation at each particular site [methylated /
(methylated+umethylated)]. PCAs were performed centered and unscaled on the entire data matrix. The IlluminaHumanMethylation450k.db package was used to provide annotation information on the location of the probe in relation to regulatory elements.
Tissue-agnostic enhancer locations were provided by the IlluminaHumanMethylation450k.db package (Triche, 2017), which informatically determines enhancer probes using ENCODE data. For the probe-based methylation data, PLSR was run individually on
lung and bladder tissues, regressing against the phenotype of SCN or non-SCN. Thus, extreme values in the PLSR loadings represent
sites with differential methylation between SCN and non-SCN tumors. Non-SCN samples for lung and bladder were down-sampled
to more closely match the number of SCN samples. Signature overlap analysis was then performed using RRHO on probe-level data.
Prostate, which was sequenced by reduced-representation bisulfite sequencing (RRBS) was not included for site level analysis due
to much fewer sites measured by the microarray platform used for bladder and lung. To test for the importance of open-sea regions,
which are typically distant from the transcriptional start site (TSS) rather than CG island regions (TSS proximal), in contributing to the
SCN versus non-SCN distinction, the absolute value of the loadings was ranked, and a 1-sided KS test was performed against a
background of all sites. To incorporate prostate data with the lung and bladder 450K array data, the number of sites was reduced
to sites represented across both platforms. Sites were then further collapsed to genes by matching probes to genes using IlluminaHumanMethylation450k annotation. Probes that matched to multiple genes based on the Illumina annotation were removed. Averaged methylation values for each gene were then ranked by PLSR loadings on each tissue type. Genes were ranked by averaged
lung, prostate, bladder PLSR component 1 loadings, and GSEA was performed on this ranked list. The gene-based summarization
of methylation data was also performed on the lung cell lines and PLSR was performed. The equivalent methylation data format from
tumors was projected to the cell line framework.
CNA Analysis
TCGA SNP6.0 Affymetrix derived seg files were downloaded from the GDC repository. Cell line seg files were created using
RAWCOPY from the .cel files with default settings (Mayrhofer et al., 2016). Seg files were inputted into GISTIC2.0 to obtain both
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thresholded calls and continuous log2 CNA values mapped to genes. PCA was performed uncentered and unscaled on the continuous log2 CNA data. IGV was used for visualization. For lung, a random sample of LUAD samples and all SCLC samples were used.
For prostate, the samples were subset to include only one sample from each patient. One region containing highly focal CNAs on
Chromosome 1 was removed by inspection of prostate PCA loadings, because it vastly dominated the top components’ loadings
of the PCA analysis and was determined to be a likely technical artifact. To determine consistently amplified or deleted regions in
SCN cases of lung and prostate SCN samples, we performed PLSR on lung and prostate samples together or independently,
regressing on phenotype in each case (1 and 0 representing SCN and non-SCN samples respectively). To determine consistent
regions of amplifications and deletions, we evaluated the loadings of the individual PLSR analyses (consistent regions were defined
by being commonly positive or commonly negative in the CNA PLSR loading values). The loadings for consistent regions were
averaged, non-consistent regions were set to 0.
Integrated CNA (iCNA) score (Graham et al., 2017) for each sample was defined as:
P
segments jsegment end  segment startj 3 jsegment meanj
iCNA =
#base pairs in sample
Pathology Analysis
To evaluate the molecular profile (gene expression)-based SCN predictions, a pathologist evaluated the available TCGA hematoxylin
and eosin (H&E) stained histology slide images located at the Cancer Digital Slide Archive (http://cancer.digitalslidearchive.net/)
(Gutman et al., 2013). Typically, each TCGA case has sections from formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue and from frozen
tissue. To avoid artifacts associated with frozen sections, only FFPE sections were used for histology classification. For the pan-cancer histology analysis, 16 tumor samples with high proliferation-removed SCN signature scores from multiple tissue types were
analyzed by a pathologist. Representative images of neuroendocrine and non-neuroendocrine regions were obtained by taking
screen shots. Cases with no SCN region identified may be explained by tumors with focal SCN, and pathology calls being performed
on tissue not adjacent to the tissue used for sequencing.
From the breast cancer (BRCA) cohort we ranked samples by their proliferation-removed SCN score, and sampled to cover a full
range of proliferation-removed SCN scores. Thirty-eight samples were selected to include 1) the majority of SCN high cases, 2) a
random sampling of tumors with middling SCN scores, 3) tumors with low SCN score, and 4) samples with high expression levels
of at least one of four traditional SCN markers, CHGA, SYP, NCAM1, and TTF1. Each digital slide was divided into 4 roughly equal
quadrants to ensure that the slide was examined evenly across different regions. In each quadrant, 20 non-contiguous areas were
examined at low, medium and high powers to determine the histologic features of the tumor. Representative images were obtained at
the indicated magnification by taking screen shots. Cases were classified as mixed tumors when two different histologic types (most
commonly, invasive ductal carcinoma and small cell neuroendocrine carcinoma) co-existed. For a case to be classified as a mixed
tumor, the minor component (usually, small cell neuroendocrine carcinoma) needed to occupy a substantial area of the tumor.
Specifically, we required that the tumor cells of the minor histology should coalesce in a region that is equal to or larger than 2
high power fields. To determine if pathology based-SCN positive cases were enriched in samples with high SCN score, samples
were rank ordered by SCN score and a Kolmogorov-Smirnov enrichment test was performed on pathology-based SCN status (Table
S3). The Web Resource contains a pathology page with detailed histology images (http://systems.crump.ucla.edu/scn/). For Table
S3, grade and stage information were obtained from the TCGA Pan-Cancer Clinical Data Resource (https://gdc.cancer.gov/aboutdata/publications/PanCan-Clinical-2018).
Survival Analysis
For the pan-cancer analysis, Cox regressions were performed based on SCN-like/non-SCN status (SCN-like status = SCN z-score of
3 and above), controlling for cancer type using the coxph function in R. Various thresholds of the SCN score were used for the pancancer survival analysis to make Table S3. Survival analysis based on a continuous scale was performed using the PCv1-based SCN
score determined by projection onto the Figure 1A PCA plot for epithelial cancers, and controlling for cancer type for the pan-cancer
analysis, using the coxph function in R. Wald-test p values were reported.
Mutation Analysis
Mutations were assembled from the MutsigCV2 calls for each tumor type from firebrowse.org. The gene list used was the union of
recurrent mutations (mutsigcv2 q-value < 0.1) from all cancers in the TCGA. To determine the association of mutations with the neuroendocrine phenotype a generalized linear model (GLM) was used. In the analysis of cancers with known SCN cases (Figure S4A) a
logistic regression was conditioned on the SCN score and the tissue type on the combined data from ‘‘prostate’’ (consisting of NEPC,
CRPC, PRAD) and ‘‘lung’’ (SCLC, LUAD). For the pan-epithelial cancer analysis (Figure S4B) the logistic regression was conditioned
on the PCv1-based SCN score (projection onto Figure 1A) and cancer type using all epithelial cancers in the TCGA. In the individual
cancer cases (Figure S4C) a Wilcoxon rank sum test on neuroendocrine score of mutant vs non-mutant was used. Multiple hypothesis correction was performed with the Benjamani-Hochberg method.
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RPPA Analysis
RPPA data was obtained from (Li et al., 2017). As this data has missing values, imputation was performed using probabilistic PCA,
using the ppca and completeObs functions in the pcaMethods package (Stacklies et al., 2007). LUAD and SCLC cell lines were
processed together in one batch without other cell lines so as not to intermix test and training sets. Missing value imputation for
all other cell lines were performed together in one batch. Prior to each imputation we removed all proteins with greater than 25%
missing values in that batch. Samples were projected onto the PCA of the imputed values SCLC and LUAD (Figure 6B). The SRBCT
group in the protein data consisted of neuroblastoma, medulloblastoma, Ewing’s sarcoma, and rhabdomyosarcoma.
Drug Sensitivity Analysis
Drug sensitivity data (log IC50 values) of 255 small molecules across a wide panel of cancer cell lines from multiple tissue types was
obtained from the GDSC (Iorio et al., 2016). For LUAD and SCLC cell lines, differential sensitivity to each drug was calculated using
the Student’s t-test. These drugs were then ranked by the t-test statistic. Annotation on drug target and target pathway was obtained
from the pharmacogenomics screen published by Iorio et al. From the annotation on drug targets, a list of genes or biological targets
was obtained. For each target, a KS test was performed (bootstrap n = 1000) on the t-test ranked list of drugs that contained that
target in its annotation, resulting in a list of targets significantly enriched or de-enriched for small cell cancer sensitivity. Missing values
in the drug sensitivity data were imputed using the weighted average of k-nearest neighbors (n = 3). For SCLC and LUAD samples that
were used as training data, k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) imputation was performed on the lung samples alone. kNN imputation was
then then performed on all other cell lines together, excluding the SCLC and LUAD samples. PCA was performed on the imputed
matrix of drug sensitivity log IC50 values across SCLC and LUAD cell lines using all drugs in the screen. We then projected the
drug data for all lines onto the PCA defined on lung SCLC and LUAD, including cancer of hematological and neuroectodermal origin.
Projected points (all lines excluding lung SCLC and LUAD) in the drug sensitivity plot were annotated by their expression projection
values. These values were binned along the x-axis and mean expression projection values were summarized in the corresponding
waterfall plot (eg. Figures 6B and 6C). Combined p values were obtained by the weighted-Stouffer test with the one way null hypothesis that the Pearson correlation is less than zero; using the lower tail of the t-distribution for values outputted by cor.test in R (lung
small cell not included). The square root of individual group sample sizes were used as weights to stabilize the variance of the mean in
this calculation (Zaykin, 2011). The SRBCT group in the drug sensitivity data consisted of neuroblastoma, medulloblastoma, Ewing’s
sarcoma, and rhabdomyosarcoma.
Gene Dependency
shRNA data was taken from the Achilles Project (Tsherniak et al., 2017). Demeter gene dependency scores were used. A lower
Demeter score indicates sensitivity to downregulation of that gene. PLSR was performed on 1) LUAD and SCLC lines, and 2) blood
and non-blood lines (all cell lines except SRBCT, LUAD, or SCLC lines). The SRBCT group in the gene dependency data consisted of
neuroblastoma, medulloblastoma, Ewing’s sarcoma, rhabdomyosarcoma, and merkel cell carcinoma. Varimax rotation was
performed on 2 components. Other cell lines were projected onto the lung or blood PLSR frameworks using the varimax-rotated
loadings. Student’s t-test was performed on LUAD versus SCLC lines, and blood versus non-blood lines, producing two gene lists,
each ranked by p value representing differential RNAi sensitivity in the two above comparisons. RRHO was performed on these two
ranked lists of genes, and on their corresponding GSEA-analyzed genesets ranked by NES score. For each gene, the sum of the
LUAD versus SCLC rank and blood versus non-blood rank for each gene was calculated, and the list was co-ranked using this
sum. Enrichment analysis (GSEA) was performed on the co-ranked list of genes using the MSigDB C2: KEGG, C2: Reactome,
and C5: all GO gene sets. GSEA-squared (see above) was performed by ranking individual words by their signed KS test p value using
ks.test.2. The keywords used for each category are listed below:

Category

Keywords

Telomere

TELOMERE

Immune

INFLAM, IMMUNE, IMMUNITY, INTERLUEKIN, LEUKOCYTE

Cell cycle

CELL_CYCLE, MITOTIC, DNA_REPLICATION, CHROMOSOME_SEGREGATION, SPINDLE, CELL_DIVISION

Lipids

COA, LIPID, STEROL

Neuro

NEURO, SYNAP, VOLTAGE, AXON, CEREBRAL, CORTEX

Tumor Drug Sensitivity Prediction
Tumor drug sensitivity prediction were performed using elastic nets (ENET) with the caret package in R, using cell line RNAseq and
IC50 drug sensitivity data. For each drug two distinct models were created. 1) Using the 1000 most variable genes at the RNA level to
predict drug sensitivity in the SCLC and LUAD cell lines (used in Figures 8A–8D), and 2) using 1000 of the most variable genes across
all cell lines (used in Figures 8E and 8F). This resulted in a total of 510 models (255 drugs each). For the models used in Figures 8A–8D,
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model cross-validation performance improves for drugs with significant true differential sensitivities, showing that the models are
built on relevant gene expression features. Using the predicted values, tumors were projected onto the PCA of real drug sensitivity
values shown in Figure 6C. The relative sensitivity scores are the PC2 values from this projection.
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
Public Data Resources
Data from the CCLE (expression) and GDSC (drug sensitivity and methylation) databases were downloaded from the Broad Institute
and Cancer X Gene resources (http://www.broadinstitute.org/ccle; http://www.cancerrxgene.org/downloads), respectively.
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Figure S1. Gene expression signatures of three tissue types supports
convergent expression profiles of SCN cancers. Related to Figure 1.
(A) Hierarchical clustering on Pearson’s correlation using all genes of
patient tumors. (B) Heterogeneity of canonical neuroendocrine markers in
SCNC tumors, with a representative set of non-SCNC tumors for
comparison. (C) Varimax-rotated PCA with proliferation and proliferationrelated genes removed on patient tumors. Ellipses represent 80%
confidence regions. (D) Left: GSEA on proliferation-removed PCV1
loadings of (C). Dashed lines mark FDR q-value <0.05 in each direction.
Right: Bar chart of individual categories Kolmogorov-Smirnov test –log10(p
values) for enrichment in SCN (for Neuro, Cell cycle and Splicing) or in
Non-SCN (for Immune and Adhesion). (E) Projection of patient tumor
samples onto lung cell lines. Lung cell lines are from the same batch, with
these results thus mitigating concerns of a batch effect between patient
tumor datasets. Ellipses represent 80% confidence regions. (F) Melanoma
(SKCM) tumors projected onto lung cell line-defined PC components. The
neuroendocrine dedifferentiation signature is distinct from other
dedifferentiation trajectories, such as melanoma dedifferentiation (clusters
1-4 from Tsoi et al.). (G) GSEA of a t-test defined SCNC versus
adenocarcinoma signature. Gene sets are ranked by NES score.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov p values < 2×10-16 for all.
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Tumor tissues from the TCGA breast cancer (BRCA) cohort scored by pathologist
review of diagnostic slides for SCN features. (A-D) TCGA-AC-A2QH. The case was
originally diagnosed as invasive ductal carcinoma. Careful examination of the digital
picture available at the Cancer Digital Slide Archive website revealed focal areas of
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points to the component of SCNC. Scale bar represents approximately 50 μm. (C)
High power view of invasive ductal carcinoma region. Scale bar represents
approximately 20 μm. (D) High power view of SCNC region. Scale bar represents
approximately 20 μm. (E-H) TCGA-A7-A13D. The case was originally also
diagnosed as invasive ductal carcinoma. Careful examination of the digital picture
available at the TCGA website revealed focal areas of SCNC. (E) Low power view of
the case. Yellow arrow indicates the junction of invasive ductal carcinoma and
SCNC. Scale bar represents approximately 500 μm. (F) Medium power view of the
junction of invasive ductal carcinoma and SCNC. Blue arrow points to the
component of invasive ductal carcinoma, while yellow arrow points to the
component of SCNC. Scale bar represents approximately 50 μm. (G) High power
view of invasive ductal carcinoma region. Scale bar represents approximately 20
μm. (H) High power view of SCNC region. Scale bar represents approximately 20
μm. (I) Boxplots of SCN Score by PAM50 breast subtype. Dashed red line (y= 3) is
threshold for calling tumor SCN-like. Lines inside boxplots represent the 25th, 50th ,
and 75th quantiles. Whiskers extend to 1.5x the interquartile range. (J) Scatter plot of
REST Score vs SCN Score for 4 tumor types (R is Pearson’s correlation). (K-L)
Violin plot of Pearson’s R from correlation of REST Score (K) or REST gene
expression (L) to SCN score for TCGA cancers (dots are the individual tumor type R
values). P value from one way t-test (null hypothesis mean = 0), t is the signed t
statistic. Violin width is a kernel density estimation of the distribution of the data.
Dashed red line at R value of zero.
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Figure S4. Genetic mutations associated with the SCN phenotype.
Related to Figure 4. (A) Gene mutation association with continuous SCN
score in lung (SCLC,LUAD) and prostate tumors (NEPC, CRPC, PRAD).
Signed log p values are positive (negative) when associated with the SCN
state (non-SCN state). Red line indicates a q value of 0.1. (B) Panepithelial cancer gene mutation association with SCN score in primary
tumors. Mutational status is the dependent variable, conditioned on
neuroendocrine score and tissue type. Dashed red line indicates a q value
of 0.1. (C) Gene mutation association by individual cancer type across all
TCGA cancers with data available. Dashed red line indicates a nominal p
value of 0.05. Cancers not shown have no genes that met this threshold
(COADREAD, UCEC, PAAD).
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Figure S5. Metastatic carcinomas display a convergent SCN
trajectory with a neuronal signature. Related to Figure 5. (A) Pancancer metastatic adenocarcinomas and SCNs patient tumors projected
onto the SCN signature space defined by lung and prostate tumors.
Projection onto the PCA framework of Fig 1A (black dots are Fig 1A
samples, also shown in color in the inset). (B) Expression levels of top 50
SCN signature gene loadings (prostate and lung Fig 1A-defined) in
prostate tissue and cancer samples. Samples are sorted by the sum zscore across these 50 genes. (C) Separation of proliferation signal and
SCN signal. Note some SCN samples (blue) are either primary (circle) or
metastatic (square) tumors. This approach highlighted a unique distinction
in the pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors, in which both primary and
metastatic tumors had equal expression of the neuronal program, but
could be distinguished by their expression of the proliferation signature.
Here, the pancreatic, cervix, stomach, and thymus blue samples are those
annotated with a neuroendocrine (NE)-related term in Robinson et al.,
2017. Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test p values are shown comparing primary
(orange) and metastasis (red). (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, **** p
< 0.0001). Lines inside boxplots represent the 25th, 50th, and 75th quantiles.
Whiskers extend to 1.5 the interquartile range. (D) Additional low grade
neuroendocrine tumors from the pancreas, rectum, and small intestine. A
different number of genes was used due to differences in data source and
processing. Thus, lung and prostate SCN, and TCGA PAAD and TCGA
pancreatic NETs shown in panel C are replotted for frame of reference.
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Figure S6. Blood cancers share expression profiles with SCNCs.
Related to Figure 6. (A) SCN score of blood and SRBCT patient tumors
by projection onto Figure 1A framework (non-z-score normalized to keep
on common scale). Lines inside boxplots represent the 25th, 50th, and 75th
quantiles. Whiskers extend to 1.5 the interquartile range. (B) Heatmap of
significantly differentially expressed proteins between lung adeno (LUAD)
and lung SCN (SCLC) cell lines (t-test p value < 0.01). Hierarchical
clustering is done on measurements for lung adeno, lung SCN, and blood
lines. Values were imputed for proteins lacking measurements as
described in methods. Cell lines with >25% imputed values for the proteins
shown were removed. (TARGET datasets: ALL.TARGET = Acute
Lymphoblastic Leukemia; AML.TARGET = Acute Myeloid Leukemia
(pediatric); AMLIF.TARGET = Acute Myeloid Leukemia (pediatric) Induction
Failure; NBL.TARGET = Neuroblastoma (pediatric); WT.TARGET = Wilms
Tumor (pediatric)
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Figure S7. Shared drug sensitivities in SCNC, SRBCTs, and SCN-like epithelial cancer
cell lines. Related to Figure 6. (A) PCA of protein profiles for lung adeno (LUAD) and lung
SCN (SCLC) lines, and projection of all other cell lines, with SRBCTs highlighted as a group.
SRBCTs include neuroblastoma, medulloblastoma, rhabdomyosarcoma, and Ewing’s sarcoma.
Ellipses represent 80% confidence regions. (B) PCA of drug sensitivity IC50 for LUAD and SCLC
lines, and projection of all other cell lines, with SRBCTs highlighted as a group. (C) Individual
drug sensitivities for selected drugs with high differential sensitivity (p value < 0.0001) in the
SCLC versus LUAD comparison, and blood versus non-blood comparison. Individual blood
cancer types are shown, which were all grouped into the BLOOD category in panels A and B.
Samples marked BLOOD in this panel are blood cancer lines of unclear subtype. Drug targets
shown in parentheses of axes labels. Y-axis is the log IC50. Legend defines culture-based
growth characteristic. (D) Left: PC2 (from Fig 5C) of drug sensitivity data on lung cell lines with
culture-based growth characteristic indicated. Top right: Scatterplot of t-test signed log p values
of SCLC (all lines) vs. LUAD (x-axis) and blood vs. other (y-axis) drug sensitivity profile
comparisons (Pearson’s R = 0.68). Bottom right: As in left panel but restricting SCLC samples to
only those that grow adherent (Pearson’s R = 0.69). The correlation coefficient of the two xaxes, “SCLC (suspension only) vs. LUAD” and “SCLC (adherent only) vs. LUAD”, is R = 0.81.
Note: almost all LUAD lines grow adherent (94%). (n=20 adherent SCLC, 6 semi-adherent
SCLC, 38 suspension SCLC; 168 blood samples, 638 other (non-blood, non-lung, non-SRBCT),
58 adherent LUAD). Analysis of the shRNA knockdown sensitivity data likewise shows
correlation between SCLC and blood knockdown sensitivity, even when only adherent SCLCs
are used. The correlation of the blood vs other knockdown sensitivity signature to the SCLC vs
LUAD signature is R=0.32 using only adherent SCLCs, R=0.4 using only suspension SCLCs,
and R=0.43 using all SCLCs (n=11 adherent, n=2 semi-adherent, n=10 suspension SCLCs). (E)
Correlation (Pearson) between drug sensitivity SCN score and RNA expression SCN score for
epithelial cancer cell lines. Cell lines with larger RNA and drug scores are more SCN-like.
(Combined p value for all epithelial cancers except LUAD and SCLC using weighted-Stouffer’s
test). The first panel shows the correlation coefficient and p values for both LUAD and SCLC.
The individual values are r = −0.14, p = 0.32, and r = −0.51, p = 0.0012, respectively. (F) Mean
drug sensitivity SCN score versus mean expression SCN score for epithelial tissue cell lines.
Inset, inclusion of the mean from SCLC cell lines (red circle region corresponds to the main
graph). (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, **** p < 0.0001). EWS: Ewing's Sarcoma
(SRBCT); MB: Medulloblastoma (SRBCT); NB Neuroblastoma (SRBCT); RBMS:
Rhabdomyosarcoma (SRBCT); ALL: Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia; BKLM: Burkitt Lymphoma
BCLK:
B-cell Leukemia ; CLL: Chronic lymphoblastic leukemia ; HGLM Hodgkin's
Lymphoma ; MM Myeloma. Lines inside boxplots represent the 25th, 50th, and 75th quantiles.
Whiskers extend to 1.5 the interquartile range.
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Figure S8. Validation of shared vulnerabilities based on genomescale functional RNAi screens. Related to Figure 7. (A) Varimax-rotated
PLSR (PLSRV) of blood versus non-blood cell lines (non-blood = all cell
lines except SCLC , LUAD, and SRBCT). Ellipses represent 80%
confidence regions. (B) Projection of LUAD, SCLC and SRBCT cell lines
onto PLSRV component 1 of panel A. Lines inside boxplots represent the
25th, 50th, and 75th quantiles. Whiskers extend to 1.5 the interquartile
range. (C) Enrichment or de-enrichment of categories of gene sets, based
on co-ranked blood and SCLC RNAi sensitivity gene set signatures. Dotted
line in the p value bar plot indicates nominal Kolmogorov-Smirnov p value
= 0.01. (D-E) RRHO scatter plots of blood and lung SCN sensitivities by
genes (D) and by gene set (E). Gene set RRHO scatter plots are
subcategorized and colored by immune, lipid, neuro, and cell cycle gene
sets, with all other gene sets colored gray (left: sensitivity based, right:
expression based).

